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Object: 8 photographs and one postcard:
.1 group of six nurses and four soldiers in World War I uniforms standing in front of a building
with a wrap around porch; Diana Lewis is second from left; c. 1917
.2 group of six nurses and four soldiers in World War I uniforms standing in front of a building
with a porch and pathway to the steps visible; Diana Lewis is third from right; c. 1917
.3 group often nurses, one woman in street dress, six soldiers in World War I uniforms, and three
men in white coats standing in front of a building with a porch; Diana Lewis is the first nurse at
the right in the front row; c. 1917
.4 group of eight nurses, one woman in street dress, and two soldiers in World War II uniforms
standing and sitting in front of a building with a porch; Diana Lewis is in the middle of the back
row; c. 1917
.5 two nurses standing outdoors; Diana Lewis is at right; buildings at far left and rear; c. 1917
.6 Diana Lewis in nurses uniform with group of men (farmers?) and two sheep in front of
building; c. 1917
.7 shell exploding; "A shell like the one that hit ???? 125 Aid Station" written on top; "M. G.M.
Shell Exploding" written on image; c.1917
.8 photo postcard; portrait of a man seated, wearing three-piece suit and pinky ring; c. 1917
.9 postcard; Red Cross ship; "H.M.A. T. 'Warilda'" is printed on the front; "Carried B. H. 31 &
34 from Southampton to La Havre, France" is handwritten on the front; "Spent Christmas on
this boatlDec. 25, 1917." is handwritten on the back.
Date: c. 1917

Artist or Maker:
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Material: paper
Dimensions: .1-.4: 3 Y2" x 5 Y2"
.5: 4 114" 3 3/4"
.6:
.7:
.8:
.9:

4 WI x2 3/4"
3 114" 43/4"
5 Y2" x 3 Y2"
3 114" 5 Y2"

Condition: .1: slightly worn and soiled
.2: very slightly worn and soiled
.3: very slightly worn and soiled
.4: slightly worn; lower left corner is cracked; small tear at right center; cracked along
right edge; image is missing from bottom right corner and center right edge
.5: very slightly worn and soiled; upper left comer is cracked
.6: very slightly worn and soiled; upper right comer and upper center edge is cracked
.7: very slightly worn and soiled
.8: worn and slightly soiled; torn at upper center edge; image is worn away at lower
right comer, upper right corner and slightly along right edge; abrasions along
service at upper left and right center
.9: slightly worn and soiled
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Description: The donor is the sister of Diana Lewis Batron Rodgers, who graduated from the
nursing program at Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania, c. 1912. The donor states that
the photos are from her sister's "Tour of Duty".
Additional Comments: These photographs were found in a file cabinet containing items from the
office of a previous director of the Archives. An acknowledgment letter and Deed of Gift had
been sent, the Deed of Gift signed and returned, and an accession number assigned, but there was
no accession record or finding aid created for these items. And so, this accession record has been
created in October of 1997, even though the gift was donated in 1995.
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